
 

PROGRAMS OF SQUARES AND BUILDINGS 
 
 

1. I. ker. HATTYÚ UTCA ÉS BATTHYÁNY UTCA KIS TÉR 
 
 
Former location of one-storey houses at the meeting point of two busy roads of Viziváros.               
Higher buildings were raised in the 1920s and 1930s, the majority of them were damaged               
during WWII. Recently the square is experiencing its revival, with a farmer’s market each              
Friday. 
 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Kedveskrém 
Come and try Kedveskrém ice creams specially created for Budapest100. Be one of the first               
100 people filling out the quiz, and get an ice cream for free.[HU] [EN] 
SAT 13:00 How to open a coffee shop?- Emese Flóra Tóth, owner of Café Flore, telling the                 
story behind. (Hattyú utca 2.) [HU] 
Registration: cafeflorebudapest@gmail.com (max. 30 ppl, 2 ppl/email) 
SUN 15:00 Guided walk with Tamás Szendrey, painter and former resident of Hattyú utca              
1.[HU] 
SAT-SUN 16:00-18:00 Acoustic concert - Kristóf Kovács official street musician [HU] [EN] 
 

   
Program organizer: Gránásy Sára and Kedveskrém 
Researcher: Sok Júlia and Szántó Judit  
 
 

2. I. ker. Batthyány utca 26. 
 

Architect: Benedek (Berger) Dezső 
Initiator: Hoffmann Alfréd, Csillag József 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1911 
 
The “Baker-House” of the XX. century in Viziváros was not only famous for its bakery. The                
renowned Horváth coffee shop and hat factory also operated here. Famous residents:            
Elemér Mályusz, historian; Mihály Cenner and Edit Császár, theatre historians; Miklós           
Laurisin, composer; László Németh, writer and Károly Kardeván, literature historian. 
 
SATURDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT 10:00-18:00 Be one of the first 100 people filling out the quiz, and get an ice cream for                   
free. [HU] [EN] 

Program organizer: Tóvári László 
Researcher: Hennel Zsófi 

 



 

 
3. I. ker. Batthyány utca 31. 

 
Architect: Hofhauser Elek 
Initiator: Bruckner Antalné 
Built by: Hofhauser Elek 
Date of construction: 1892 
 
The former Trumpeter house was severely damaged during WWII. Many celebrities have            
been residents over the years. Márta Vajda actress, Gergő Zöldi dramaturge still live here.  
 
SATURDAY 10:00-16:00, SUNDAY 12:00-16:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families, focus on communities 
 
SAT 10:00-16:00, SUN 12:00-16:00 
Come and chat with Márta Vajna, actress and resident of the house.[HU] 
Mölkky (Finnish bowling) and ping-pong in the courtyard [HU] [EN] 
Playground for kids [HU] [EN] 
Exhibition on the history of the house with guided walks.[HU] [EN] 
 
 
Program organizer: Tóvári László 
Researcher: Szántó Judit 
 
 

4. II. ker. MANSFELD PÉTER PARK 
 
Mansfeld Péter park, located above Margaret bridge, has a unique panorama. Péter            
Mansfeld’s statue was inaugurated on the 50th anniversary of the Hungarian revolution of             
1956. Formerly, the Veronika chapel, built by the Swabians, was located in the park but it                
was demolished after WWII. 

   
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, for families, English speaking, focus on communities 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Interactive architectural exhibition about the square and its history.           
[HU] [EN] 
SAT 15:00-17:30 Historical walk with László Eörsi, historian. Meeting point: Mansfeld Péter            
park. [HU] 
SAT 19:30-20:30 Sunset-picnic above the city - the special view and the sunset are granted.               
Bring a blanket, some cookies and lemonade, your dog and a guitar if you have one ;). We’ll                  
enjoy the city together. [HU] [EN] 

SUN 12:00-17:00 Kids corner - draw and colour everything that is related to the house. [HU]                
[EN] 

 
Program organizer: Sok Júlia, BME Architecture Club  
Researcher: Kiss Zsuzsanna 
 

 



 

 
5. II. ker. Veronika utca 4.  

 
Architect: Hosztalek Károly 
Initiator: Fenyves Béla 
Built by: Hosztalek Károly 
Date of construction: 1909-1910 
 
Once a modern villa with a beautiful panorama and central heating, with three apartments for               
the upper middle class. The majority of the rooms were later rented. Tibor Déry, Ottó Korvin                
used to live here. According to a contemporary news report, Hungarian bolshevism started             
here. 
 
 
SATURDAY 14:00-15:00 
SUNDAY 15:00-16:00 
cultural, for professionals, for families 
 
SAT 14:00-15:00, SUN 15:00-16:00 Exhibition on the history of the house. Plans, photos             
and fun facts. Guided tours on request. 
 
Program organizer: Sok Júlia, Szántó Judit 
Researcher: Sok Júlia 
 
 
 
 

6. V. ker. KÁROLYI KERT 
 
The park is the former garden of the Károlyi palace. The estate belonged to the Károlyi                
family between 1768 and 1929. Since 1932, the garden is a public park. It worked as a                 
garden since medieval times and, according to the legend, even the Mátyás Hunyadi’s             
wildlife park used to be here. At the end of the 1920s, Budapest bought the estate and                 
declared it as a public park, which became an open air concert venue until the middle of the                  
20th century. Today, the palace houses the Petőfi Literary Museum.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, for families, focus on communities 
 
In front of and behind the rabbit - meet the Károlyi kert!  
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-14:00 Concert organised by the students of Weiner Leó Music School and             
Táncsics Mihály College in the Károlyi piano saloon, in the garden of the Petőfi Literary               
Museum and in Károlyi kert. [HU] [EN] (for further details see www.budapest100.hu) 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Night butterfly on the run - time travel to the former red light district. In                 
an adventurous game you can meet a famous lady, among whose admirers you will find               
earls, princes and royalties. One of them has captured her love and now awaits for you to                 
free her! [HU] 
Registration: pillangobp100@gmail.com (2 ppl/email) 
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SAT-SUN 12:00-16:00 Take home the square! – make something for yourself and wear a              
tiny piece of the square. Cloth painting with manhole covers on the streets of Károlyi kert.                
(Bring your own cloth to paint) [HU] [EN] 
SAT-SUN 15:00 Fate, give me SPACE… – discovery walk with János Csonka among the old               
squares of the city. Meeting point at Petőfi Literary Museum, Egyetem tér corner [HU] 
SAT 10:00-16:00, SUN 10:00-14:00 Build your own garden! – model making for kids with              
Éva Beleznay Éva and Betti Miklós [HU] [EN] 
SUN 10:30, 13:00, 14:30 Turks in the sand castle – guided walk with Tamás Szolnoki about                
the medieval and early modern history of the Károlyi kert. [HU] 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Meet the posters and fill in the quiz - select your own colouring               
version [HU] [EN] 
 
Program organizer: Csonka János, Demeter Dorottya, Ligeti Anna, Miszti Nikolett, Pintér           
Brigitta 
Researcher: Horváth Viktória, Kiss Virág, Molnár Fatime, Zsoldos Balázs 
 
 

7. V. ker. Károlyi utca 16. 
Petőfi Literary Museum 

 
Architect: Anton Pius Riegel and Heinrich Koch 
Initiator: Eral Károlyi György 
Built by: numerous builders 
Date of construction: 1832-1847 
 
Petőfi Literary Museum (PIM) works as a cultural oasis of the Pest city centre, just like the                 
Károlyi palace in the so called “reform age”, which now hosts the Museum. Visitors can               
immerse themselves in the noble history of the building through its representative rooms,             
salons, chapel and library. 
 
SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, cultural 
 
SUN 10:00-11:00, 13:00-15:00, 17:00-18:00 Individual visits to the Museum [HU] [EN]  
SUN 10:30, 15:00 KultúrAktív’s urban games linked with a guided walk, led by Csaba              
Komáromi, museum guide specialised on the history of the palace [HU]  
Registration: (mark the time as well) muzeumped@pim.hu  (max. 20 ppl/walk, 2 ppl/email) 
SUN 12:30-16:00 PIM x CSENDES – Pop-up exhibition and quiz [HU] [EN] 
Discover the literary café, the contemporary design store and the classicist interior of the              
Károlyi-palace. Interactive discoveries, pop-up exhibition and a lot more! 
SUN 10:00-11:30, 13:00-14:30 Text/Square walk starting from the palace to find           
text-memorial sites in the palace and around the square. With the words found, we will build                
up our own square-text [HU]  
 
Program organizer: Bíró Gergő, Czékmány Anna, Erlitz János, Kádár Anna, Kodolányi Judit,            
Komáromi Csaba, Pádár Eszter, Sóki Diána, Szilágyi Nagy Anna 
Researcher: Komáromi Csaba 
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8. V. ker. Henszlmann Imre utca 7. 
 
Architect: unknown 
Initiator: Earl Andrássy Géza 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1899-1900 
 
 
The Henszlmann Imre Street started to develop in 1898, on the surroundings of a former               
road that was attached to the South side of the Károlyi kert. Earl Manó Andrássy and his                 
son, Earl Géza Andrássy bought the parcels here and, between 1896 and 1905 the buildings               
were raised one by one, forming the former Kaplony road. The four-storey apartment house              
with its inner courtyard was built in late historicist style. It once hosted the medical station of                 
the district, a tailor for women, a law firm, a numismatic company, a bike repair shop and a                  
flower shop.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural 
 
SAT 17:00 Budapest fashion 1918 – How did Budapest get the new Parisian trends? How               
did these fashion trends in turn influence the elite and the fashion saloons serving them?               
Where did the elegant Pest women stroll? Fashion stories from a hundred years ago.              
Lecture of Judit Anna Szatmári, fashion historian (Kiscelli Múzeum) [HU]  
SUN 11:00-16:00 Let’s bring back the atmosphere of the 19th century in portrait             
photography! – meet the 100 year old wooden camera made and restored in the R. A.                
Goldmann factory, thanks to Café Analóg [HU] [EN] 
 
Program organizer: Miszti Nikolett 
Researcher: Kiss Virág 
 
 

9. VI. ker.  HUNYADI TÉR 
 
10 years ago, a project of multi-level underground parking threatened the existence of the              
largest green surface of Terézváros. Civil groups were worried about what this would mean              
for the farmers market. Finally, thanks to a public protest the project has been abandoned.               
Since then, the renewed square became one of the most cherished shopping and resting              
sites of the area, proudly showing the almost integral style of the end of the 19th century.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT 7:00-14:00 Vendor-visit – weekend stroll on the only open air market of the city centre.                
Opened according to normal schedule. Farmers await you with quality products, such as             
honey, cheese, handmade crafts, flower seedlings, herbs. [HU] [EN]  
SAT 14:00-15:00 I found space in you - Katalin Papp landscape architect talks about the               
rebirth of Hunyadi tér at the music pavilon [HU]  

 



 

SAT 16:00-17:00 Nyugat110 - Selection of poems of the so called “Nyugat” poets on the               
occasion of the 110 years anniversary of the Nyugat magazine, ELTEátrum Társulat at the              
music pavilon [HU]  
SAT 13:00-13:30, SUN 15:00-15:30 Tér-letvezetés – History of Hunyadi tér, guided tour by             
László Vízkelety [HU] 
SUN 16:00-17:00 NaNi on the run - easy going acoustic pop-rock concert [HU] [EN] 
SUN 17:15-17:45 Cheap Apple! - market fiesta, an ELTEátrum Társulat performance [HU]  
 
Program organizer: Kárász Erika, Ferenczy Ágnes Orsolya 
Researcher: Hauenstein Mátyás 
 
 
 

10. VI. ker. Hunyadi tér 3. 
 
Initiator: Popper István 
Architect: Illés Gyula 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1896 
 
On the ground floor of the apartment house next to the Hunyadi tér market hall you can find                  
a synagogue since 1896, while in the courtyard a soda factory operates for almost 60 years.                
Here lived and worked Tibor Duray, painter, who has painted Hunyadi tér as well on a                
number of his paintings. The building also houses the local branch (VIth district) of              
Metropolitan Ervin Szabó Library.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for professionals, cultural, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Individual walks through the building. Exhibition of Tibor Duray’s           
painting reproductions and other pictures of the building. Puzzle game for the kids. 
SAT 10:00, 10:30 The soda-story – visit the Kiss soda manufacturer. 2 turns. Registration              
(mark the time):  bp100hunyaditer3@gmail.com (max. 25 ppl/tour, 2 ppl/email)  
SAT 15:00 Lecture on Tibor Duray’s work 
SAT 17:00 Gang Garden – picnic with the residents, 3rd floor 
SUN 10:00, 11:30 Tiny sanctuary – guided walk in the synagogue by rabbi Gábor Fináli 
SUN 15:00 Lecture on Tibor Duray’s work 
 
English explanation is available for all programs 
  
Program organizer: Morován Júlia, Tóth Mónika, Sőregi Viktória, Guilherme Leick 
Researcher: Morován Júlia 
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11. VI. ker. Hunyadi tér 7. 
 
Architect: Grill Lajos 
Initiator: Grill Lajosné born Wieser Janka 
Built by: Grill Lajos 
Date of construction: 1882 
 
Lajos Grill, the architect of German origin, built a number of other houses nearby. He lived                
in the four story neo-renaissance building with his family, where a laundry and a horse stable                
were also at their services. Workshops operated on the street side. The decorations of the               
facade were removed after post-bombing restoration in 1956. The painter Jenő Barcsay, and             
the organist János Gosztonyi also used to be residents. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, cultural, English speaking 
  
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibitions on the history of the building, its known and unknown             
residents  [HU] [EN] 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Kid’s corner – puzzle, drawings, and colourings of the house.            
Handicraft workshop for kids and adults. Best works will be installed on the walls. [HU] [EN] 
SAT-SUN 11:00: Detective Hunyadi – discover the houses of the square and their residents               
with the help of Lakószínház! [HU]  
SUN 15:00 Napkin folding in the Kid’s corner [HU] [EN] 
 
Program organizer: Ádány Krisztina, Balázsfi Enikő, Kovácsné Visi Márta 
Researcher: Gall Eszter, Győrfi Dániel 
 
 

12. VI. ker. Hunyadi tér 10. 
 
Tervező: Léderer Ede 
Initiator: Léderer Ede and wife 
Built by: Léderer Ede 
Date of construction: 1889, 1891-1892 
 
The Hunyadi-udvar is Ede Léderer’s (engineer from Gyula) and his wife’s. Regina Werner’s             
apartment palace in Pest has seen better times. It is currently made up of two buildings: the                 
main building, with three and a half storeys, and a second three story building in the                
courtyard. The painter Gyula Derkovits and his wife lived in the main building for three years.                
They occupied an attic flat, that was formerly a laundry, before they were evicted in 1931. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 11:00-19:00 
cultural, for families, English speaking 
 
SAT-SUN 11:00-19:00 Exhibition - history of the building and Derkovits. Colouring and            
puzzle for kids. [HU] [EN] 
The photographer Endres Lábass’ selected photos of the building at Mama & BBQ Bistro              
[HU] [EN] 
 

 



 

SAT 13:00 Give space to the market! Give space to the trees! – interview with the “Kincsünk                 
a piac - Hunyadi tér” civil group activists about the saving of the market, park and market hall                  
- at the restaurant [HU] 
SUN 16:00 Endre Lábass tells us stories about his memories on the house, the area and the                 
HouseTheater [HU] 
 
 
Program organizers: Kovács Katalin, Hauenstein Mátyás 
Researcher: Hauenstein Mátyás 
Residents: Dr. Pinczi Julianna, Vásárhelyi Zsóka 
Restaurant: Vad Márta 
 
 

13. VII. ker. KLAUZÁL TÉR 
 
Zigzagging through the surrounding streets of the area is always a pleasure to get to Klauzál                
Square. Today, on the square of Vili, the sparrow (Hungarian cartoon figure), we can find a                
market hall instead of the open air market, however an open-air auditorium took the place of                
the old wooden theatre.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-19:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 

 
SAT-SUN 10:00-19:00 Klauzál timeline – the past, present and future of the square springs              
to life through the exhibition along the fences. Tram history exhibition – Follow the              
milestones of the Budapest tram history and meet the once operated vehicles. Exhibition of              
Bálint Gréczi Bálint (MaViTE). [HU] [EN] 
 
Book exchange and reader’s corner – Relax and read at Klauzál Square! Change your              
unused books for more valuable ones with the help of BGE KVIK Turism Library [HU]  
 
SAT 11:00 Tram journey in time: follow the old No.2 from István tér tó Klauzál tér – guided                  
tour by Judit Kósa N. Meeting at the the Bubi (shared bike service) parking. Use of smart                 
phones or tablets are strongly advised. [HU]  

SAT-SUN 14:00-15:00 Upside-Down’ Squares 
A group of 4 Erasmus architecture students wish to give you a glimpse into their relationship               
with the lively 7th district of Budapest. Raise your eyes, discover a new perspective, and              
explore the city on a different level. Let’s enjoy the city together! Your guides will be: Agathe                 
Mariot, Camille Meunier, Virgile Thersiquel, and Lou Dupraz. 
Budapest à la renverse 
Nous sommes 4 français en Erasmus, étudiants en architecture et nous aimerions vous             
présenter notre relation au très branché 7ème arrondissement de Budapest. Nous vous            
demanderons de lever les yeux pour découvrir la ville d’une manière différente et en avoir               
une perception nouvelle! [EN, FR] 
Meeting point / Point de rendez-vous : Budapest, Klauzál tér 15, 1072 
SAT 14:00 Attila Gérecz: „Only the one, who is greater than fate can win the final race” –                  
memorial walk for the martyr of the 1956 revolution guided by Dorottya Lévai (Budapest              
Alulnézetből) Registration: info@bpalulnezetbol.hu (max. 25 ppl/walk, 2 ppl/email) 
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SAT 15:00 The lost tram lines of the city centre – Bálint Gréczi’s lecture on the history of the                   
tram lines across Budapest100 venues. Thanks to MaViTE. [HU] Registration:          
mavite.bp100@gmail.com (max. 25 ppl/walk, 2 ppl/email) 
SAT 16:00 Székelyné on the toilet or, how not to build a resident community in Budapest at                 
the turn of the century? – lecture of Roland Perényi, historian (Museum Kiscelli) 
SUN 11:00 Gastro hall of Klauzál – adventures with Réka Kiss (Budapest Alulnézetből) in              
the Klauzál Market hall - history of the building and its significance to the life of the 7th                  
district [HU]  
Registration: info@bpalulnezetbol.hu (max. 25 ppl/walk, 2 ppl/email) 
SUN 14:00-17:00 Lady Cinderella – history of Klauzál tér from the Great Flood to the               
Budapest party zone. Lectures in the Klauzál13 bookstore. (For further details see the             
accompanying programs) [HU]  
Program organizer: Lévai Dorottya, Kiss Réka, Starowicz Annamária, BGE KVIK          
Idegenforgalmi Szakkönyvtár 
Researcher: Starowicz Annamária 
 

 
14. VII. ker. Klauzál tér 5. 

BGE Turism Library 
 
Architect: unknown 
Initiator: Schiff Lipót  
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1884 
 
Two floors were added to the one storey building in 1884 by the baker Lipót Schif. This is                  
how the house looks today. Jenő Brandi, member of the gold medal winner Olympic water               
polo team of Berlin 1936, used to live here. Today you will find BGE KVIK 
Turism Library, Chimera-Project Gallery and the Mission Society (Küldetés Egyesület). 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-19:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-19:00 Klauzál Conductor – On a cold January night, a storm broke into the               
silence of the square. What brought turbulence into the calm life of the residence? Find out                
the secrets of the residents and discover the history of Klauzál tér. Get the brochure Kalauz                
before 17:00. Meeting point: BGE KVIK Tourism Library (game made by: Réka Kiss,             
Dorottya Lévai, Annamária Starowicz)  
 
Program organizer: Petics Mariann (BGE KVIK Tourism Library) 
Researcher: Bacsa Ildikó 
 
 

15. VII. ker. LÖVÖLDE TÉR 
 
 
Back in the 18th century, security of the city was a duty of the residents. King Leopold I.                  
ordered the guild members to get shooting classes at the shooting gallery by the city walls.                
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The gallery was demolished in 1890, the square was enlarged and apartment houses rose              
around it. The famous Cafe Cairo also was also situated here, with the famed guest, Sándor                
Bortnyik, painter. The square was renovated in 1982, according to the plans of Attila Maurer               
Klimes.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-17:00 
cultural, English speaking, for families, for professionals 
 
 
SAT 12:00-14:00 "Public restrooms for Budapest – Small things make big things!"  
The City for all group (Város Mindenkié) campaign aims to establish more public toilets in               
Budapest. Information booth with lottery. [HU] [EN]  
SAT 12:00-17:00 Bike to the square! -  Come and meet Cargonomia cargo bikes! [HU] [EN]  
SAT-SUN 12:00 -17:00 Bike and mix at the square! - Try the bike smoothie machine by                
Cyclonomia or learn the basics of bike repair! We give back the square to the cyclist for                 
sustainable and green transportation. [HU] [EN] 
SAT 15:00, 17:00 From the cesspit to illegal peeing. Small Budapest toilet history – lecture                
bey Roland Perényi, historian (Museum Kiscelli) [HU]  
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Lövölde tér 7. Exhibition of the history of the house and square              
(Museum Kiscelli - Fővárosi Képtár) [HU] [EN] 
 
Program organizer: Mercs Anita, Szalai Teréz, Szarka Alexandra (A Város Mindenkié) 
Researcher: Szalai Teréz 
 
 
 

16. VI. ker. Lövölde tér 7. 
 
Architect: Schusbeck Pál 
Initiator: Fischer Péter 
Built by: Schubert Ármin and Hikisch Lajos 
Date of construction: 1872 
 
Péter Fischer and his wife had a number of apartment houses in Budapest, one of the most                 
impressive was Lövölde tér 7. In the courtyard of the three story building stands a two story                 
photo studio, used by Mór Hollós, between 1905-1927 and later, between 1932-1954 Antal             
Pfeifer. The ground floor was home to cafes and shops.  
 
SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for families 

SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibition of the history of the house and square. Meet the residents in the                
courtyard. [HU] [EN] 

Kis’s corner. Colouring, puzzles and origami. [HU] [EN] 

Program organizer: Szalai Krisztina, Jerger Krisztina, Szathmári Edina 
Researcher: Marton Ildikó, Szathmári Edina 
 

 

 



 

 
 

17. VII. ker. Felsőerdősor utca 1. 
 
Architect:  Paulheim János and Paulheim István 
Initiator: Paulheim János and Paulheim István 
Built by: Hudetz János 
Date of construction: 1892 
 
The neorenessaince three story apartment house was built on the site of the 19th century               
Wurm-mansion’s garden and was home to a number of artists. Here lived the sculptor of the                
first Kossuth sculpture, Károly Fleischl, and Antal Fleischer, conductor of the Opera and for              
some years, and Renée Erdős, writer. The former Thália Theatre also stood partly on this               
part of land, which offered German speaking plays for seven Summers in the mid-19th              
century.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, cultural, English speaking 

SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibitions in the stairway and courtyard – Gabriella Faber, painter,            
ex-resident, Terézváros from the bottom view – photos of Ani Győri and pictures of István                
Győri, painter [HU] [EN] 
Lyukasóra - journal reading window [HU] 
 
SAT 10:00, SUN 11:30 guided tour by Kinga Wertán Zsoltné from the cellar to attic [HU]  
SAT 11:00, SUN 10:00 Botanic walk with Zsolt Wertán [HU]  
SAT 14:00 The past of Lövölde tér  – talks with Béni Keil, dr., resident [HU] [EN] 
SUN 11:00 chansons - Dániel Dobri, composer and Ágnes Jókai, actress [HU] [EN] 
SUN 15:00 At the shooting gallery - film, episode of the Sent by the stars czechslovakian                
youth sci-fi (1978) [HU]  
 
Program organizer: Ertl Dóri, Balla Gábor 
Researcher: Molnár Fatime, Tóth Krisztina 
 
 
 
 

18. VII. ker. ALMÁSSY TÉR 
 
The square functioned as a market in the 19th century, but after the construction of the                
Klauzál Market Hall in 1897 it has lost this functionality. However, the community building              
effect remained. The first public library in Budapest opened here in 1913, so was Almássy               
tér a basis for the labor movement. In 1983, the Almássy téri Cultural centre also opened                
here. The square was reconstructed in 2014, still serving the residents loyally.  
 
SATURDAY 13:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, focus on communities 
 
SAT 13:00 Edit & Bálint Duo – acoustic jazz concert (voice: Edit Lánczky, guitar: Bálint               
Mikola) [HU] [EN] 

 



 

SAT 16:30 Once upon a time there was an Almássy téri Cultural centre – past and present                  
of the emblematic building [HU]  
SAT 17:30 How does it feel to be an Almássy tér resident? – local stories and legends by                   
Ziggurat Project [HU] [EN] 
 
Program organizer: Surányi Sára, Csóka Viktória, Lukács Gergő 
Researcher: Csóka Viktória 
 
 
 

19. VII. ker. Almássy tér 13. 
 
Architect: Moravetz József 
Initiator: Moravetz József 
Built by: Moravetz József 
Date of construction: 1885-1890 
 
The one story apartment house in the middle of the square gives a special view in the middle                  
of the city centre. The decorations of the ground floor (1885) were continued on the first floor                 
later. The original plans are still available.  
 
 
SATURDAY 14:00-17:00 
cultural 
 
SAT 14:00-17:00 Exhibition of the original plans 
SAT 14:00, 15:00, 16:00 Concert with Trio Bohemia  
Registration: almassyhaz@gmail.com (25 ppl/concert, 2 ppl/email) 
 
Program organizer: Debreceni Luca, Surányi Sára 
Researcher: Farkas Edit 
 
 
 

20. VII. ker. BETHLEN GÁBOR TÉR 
 
The current shape of the square dates back to 1889, this is when it was named after Gábor                  
Bethlen, transylvanian governour. In 1931 the name was altered: “Bethlen Gábor tér”. The             
rhombus shaped square’s attire is strongly influenced by the buildings surrounding it: the             
former Budapest National Institute of Jewish Deaf-mute, and the largest apartment house            
from pre-World War II era, designed by Dezső Reiner.  
 
SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, cultural, focus on communities 

SUN 10:00-18:00 Cultural Picnic – handicrafts, games, lecture and music with the artists of              
Bethlen Square Theatre (HU) 

SUN 12:00-17:00 Improvisation with Spirita Society – The prose members of Bethlen Square             
Theatre invite theatre-goers to a free improvisation game (HU) 
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Program organizer: Kapros Dóra, Marton Ildikó, Meszes Tímea, Pálmai Orsolya 
Researcher: Marton Ildikó, Tóth Krisztina 
 

 
 

21. VII. ker. Bethlen Gábor tér 3.  
Lakóház és a Bethlen Téri Színház 

 
Architect: Reiner Dezső 
Initiator: Rákosi Jakab and wife, born Berta Weiller Berta 
Built by: Wellisch Tibor 
Date of construction: 1929 
 
The so-called “Rákosi-udvar”, the hundred apartment palace was one of the most impressive             
buildings of the so-called “Chicago”, where doctors, plant managers, bureaucrats and actors            
loved to live. The ground floor was originally designed as a cinema, which has later worked                
either as such or as a theatre. During the WWII banquette was constructed on the top of the                  
building, from which the whole area could be kept under fire control. The building has               
inspired a number of books of Zsigmond Móricz and Pál Békés and some films.  
 
SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, cultural, for professionals 
 
SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibitions on natural photo and history of the building in the Theatre 
SUN 11:00, 14:30, 16:30 Guided tour (Tour guide: Mihály Ráday art historian) [HUN]* 
SUN 12:00, 15:30 Guided tour [EN]* 

SUN 17:00 Visita guiada (inscripción necesaria) [ESP]* 

*Registration (with the selected time): bethlenter.bp100@gmail.com (up to 15 people/tour, 2           
people/email) 

SUN 13:30 Gang Theatre in the inner courtyard – Pál Békés: A small background music               
/extract/ – Production of the Pulzus Society and the Bethlen Square Theatre (HUN) 

 
Program organizer: Kapros Dóra, Marton Ildikó, Meszes Tímea, Pálmai Orsolya 
Researcher: Marton Ildikó 
 

 
22. VII. ker. István utca 15. 

Synagogue Bethlen Tér 
 
Architect: Baumhorn Lipót and Somogyi György 
Initiator: Magyarországi Status quo Ante Hitközségek Országos Szövetsége 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1932 

 



 

 
The synagogue is located on the left side of the former Budapest National Institute of Jewish                
Deaf-mute (today: McDaniel College Budapest). There was a tiny worship room here            
originally, which was enlarged to a synagogue in 1932 by the legendary synagogue architect              
Lipót Baumhorn.  
 
SUNDAY 10:00-12:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
Visits by Registration: bethlenterizsinagoga@gmail.com (max. 20 ppl, 2 ppl/email).  
 
Program organizer: Kapitány-Horváth Zsuzsa, Csányi Balázs 
Researcher: Vass Krisztina 
 
 
 

23. VIII. ker. MIKSZÁTH KÁLMÁN TÉR 
 
At first, the square was named Reviczky tér in 1900, after the death of the young poet Gyula                  
Reviczky. The house numbered 1 was the place where János Irinyi founded his first match               
factory in 1840. This house was replaced by a new one, where Kálmán Mikszáth, a famous                
hungarian novelist spent his late years. After his death, the square was named Mikszáth tér,               
in 1911. The statue was made by András Kocsis, in 1961, honouring the 50th anniversary of                
his death. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 13:00-22:00 
cultural, for families 
 
 
SAT-SUN 13:00-22:00 What happened in this place / role of public spaces - conversation 
 
SUN 14:00-15:00 Ambient chill and a bit of rock and roll by the NUBLAO band [HU][EN] 
SUN 16:00 March of the Orchestra of the Firefighters of Pomáz on Gutenberg tér - Mikszáth                
tér - Lőrinc pap tér [HU][EN] 
 
Program organizer: Andó Júlia, Lumen, Mindspace, CaPE, Zappa 
Researcher: Riethmüller Borbála 
 
 
 

24. VIII. ker. Mikszáth tér 2.  
 
Architect: Schweiger Gyula 
Initiator: Schweiger Gyula 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1891 
 
The first owner of the building was the Almássy family, until the end of WWI, when it became                  
a tenement house, and later, after WWII, an apartment house. The only state-owned             
property here was the Bakony restaurant, which functioned on the ground floor until the              
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1990s. After the democratic transformation Tilos az Á opened here, where various musicians             
and groups had performed, as Kispál és a Borz, Korai Öröm, Másfél, DJ Palotai and               
Quimby. Today it is called Zappa bistro, where the only painting in a public restaurant in                
Hungary can be found. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY  11:00-13:00  
 
SAT-SUN 11:00-13:00 Acoustic concerts in the court [HU][EN] 
 
 
Program organizer: Lumen, Mindspace, Zappa 
Researcher: Riethmüller Borbála 
 
 

25. VIII. ker. LŐRINC PAP TÉR 
 
The square got his named first in 1900 after cardinal,prince primate and archbishop of              
Esztergom Scitovszky, but was later renamed Lőrinc pap tér in 1951. The owner of the               
name, Mészáros Nagybotú Lőrinc was a priest of Cegléd, and lieutenant during the             
peasants’war of Dózsa in the XVth century. The church standing here was supported by              
parliamentary representative Zichy Nándor, to whom was a portrait statue was erected in             
1930. This statue was removed in 1949 to Sülysáp, because of ‘political reasons’, but              
returned to its original location in 1993.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 13:00-17:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 13:00, 14:00, 15:00, 16:00  
Empire of the Zichy family: Secrets of Lőrinc pap tér - during this walk, we discover the                 
palace ofand the church funded by the late Zichy Nándor. With the help of art historian                
Görbe Márk, we make the lion and the dragon guarding the square talk to understand better                
the story of the square, as well as the secrets of the buildings’cellars and hidden gardens.                
[HU][EN]  
Registration: gorbemark@freemail.hu (max. 20 person/séta, 2 person/email) 
Meeting point will be sent by email. 
 
Program organizer: Görbe Márk 
Researcher: Görbe Márk 
 
 

26. VIII. ker. Lőrinc pap tér 3. 
 
Architect: Staerk Sándor 
Initiator:  Liebner Józsefné 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1894  
 
The client of the neobaroque-style tenement house on the former Scitovszky square was             
Liebner József of Kakucs, imperial and royal ‘administrator of kitchen’ (asztalnok). Apart from             

 



 

keeping bees and a honey storage, he also ran a pub here, which were met with                
discontentment from the prayers of the jesuit church and habitants of the girls’college at the               
other side of the street. His monogram can be found above the gate. The building is also                 
known as Darányi-house, named after influential liqueur-merchant Darányi István, who lived           
here from 1933. 
 
SATURDAY 10:00-22:00 SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for families, focus on communities 

 
SAT-SUN 10:00-16:00 Exposition of the history of the house - old photos and interesting              
memories from the house’s past, habitants. Tactile fragments - presentation of the old brick              
collection, decorated by coat-of-arms. [HU][EN] 
Presentation of the CAPE Palotanegyed publication. 
 
 
SAT 14:00-17:00 Ping-pong championship – habitants of Lőrinc pap tér challenge everyone            
who dares play with them 
SAT 17:00 A good example - presentation of the history of the community of the court of the                  
house by Szohr Gábor (Újirány) and Perényi László (CAPE) 
SAT 17:30 Picnic with the inhabitants 
SAT 20:00 Film screening in honour of the late producer Kun Roman 
 
Program organizer: Újirány Tájépítész Kft., Tihanyi Dominika, Szohr Gábor, Kovács Árpád,           
Perényi László (CAPE), Vass Lili 
Researcher: Győrfi Dániel, Gácsi Zsuzsanna 
 
 
 
 

27. VIII. ker. GUTENBERG TÉR 
 
 
The more than 150 years old square was named primarily after Archduke Sándor, but              
serious debates followed in the 20th century between typographers and doctors concerning            
the name, whether it should be named after Gutenberg, because of one of the buildings here                
which gave place to the typographers’aid center, or Fodor József, as suggested by the              
Society of Doctors of Józsefváros. Finally, the first solution was chosen in 1946. According              
to some sources, the square did not become a transportation nod due to the trees standing                
here. 
 

SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, cultural, focus on communities  
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Quiz connecting the squares: Gutenberg - Mikszáth - Lőrinc pap [HU] 
SAT-SUN 11:00-14.00 Police open day: try the police car, police accessories, Q&A with the              
8th district Police Department [HU][EN] 
SAT-SUN 10:00-17:00 Storytelling - let us write stories with the help of ‘tale cubes’ and read                
each others! [HU] 

 



 

SAT 10:00-13:00 Drawing on asphalt, pavements drawn by foot, cement-tile press and             
caleidoscope with Kauker Szilvi (MOZA cement-tile) [HU][EN] 
SAT 14:00-17:00 Booklet-making using lines from known writers, who used to live nearby             
with Somogyi Márk, bookbinder [HU] 
SAT 16:00 Award ceremony of the François Fiedler drawing competition for children,            
organized by CAPE [HU][EN] 
 
Registration (with the chosen time):budapest100konyvecske@gmail.com  
(max. 30 person; 6 person/30 minutes turn; 2 person/email) 
 
SUN 10:00-16:00 Pressing using the Gutenberg-principle, guest program with the Kiscelli           
Múzeum, with Novokrescsenszkov Tamás, bookbinder [HU][EN] 
SUN 16:00 March of the Orchestra of the Firefighters of Pomáz on Gutenberg tér - Mikszáth                
tér - Lőrinc pap tér [HU][EN] 
 
Program organizer: Bálint Réka, Bozóky Ildikó, Márkus Kata, CAPE 
Researcher: Bozóky Ildikó 
 
 
 

28. VIII. ker. Gutenberg tér 4. 
 
Architect: Vágó József és Vágó László 
Initiator: Subsidizer Society of Bookbinders and Typacast of Hungary 
Built by: Schamann Antal 
Date of construction: 1905-1907 
 
The Gutenberg-house is one of the most beautiful secession-style buildings in Budapest,            
designed by apprentices of Lechner Ödön for the union of typographers. Behind it’s             
magnificent facade hide the more than 110 years old treasures and the many stories of               
famous inhabitants, like Lechner Ödön and Mándy Iván. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, cultural 
 
SAT-SUN 11:00, 12:00 Building walk secession style with Kégl János, habitant of the house              
[HU] 
Registration (with chosen date): budapest100gutenberg4@gmail.com (max. 20       
person/walk, 2 person/email) 
SAT-SUN Projection of old photos of Budapest in the inner courtyard with improvised music              
by MoMo Art (details on website) [HU][EN] 
 
Program organizer:Bálint Réka, Márkus Kata 
Researcher: Bozóky Ildikó 
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29. VIII. ker. RÁKÓCZI TÉR 
 
The square got her current face after the great flooding of Pest in 1838, when the river                 
washed away all the buildings made with adobe, and urban planning started. The Market              
Hall dominates the place, which offered an alternative from all the bad named markets in the                
city. After the Great Market Hall at Fővám tér, this became No. 2., which continued the                
tradition of market halls with steel structures and brick facades. The most recent change in               
the life of the square was the building of metro line 4. The upper part, the playground and the                   
water surface made a significant change in the neighborhood. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT 10:00, 14:00, SUN 10:00, 14:00 Square Up! - squares through the eyes of property               
consultants: an interactive walk and quiz led by experts from KPMG. [HU] 
Registration (with chosen date): miter@kpmg.hu (max. 30 person/walk, 2 person/email) 
 
Programs at the Market Hall:  
SAT 11:00-12:30 Come to the 8th with me! - alternative-interactive walk in the district with               
rom youngsters [HU] 
SAT-SUN 16:00-16:30 Fashion FlashMob organised by the Jelky András Clothing          
Vocational School [HU][EN] 
SAT 17:00-18:00 Newmoon band [HU][EN] 
SAT 15:00 Víg utca 20. - BR*K gallery photo exposition and night ceremony [HU][EN] 
 
Vásár u. 3. - két kis helyiség nyílik - Mindspace - pl. Szitanyomás [HU][EN] 
V 14:00-15:30 Discover metro4! – from Rákóczi tér to Móricz Zsigmond körtér with             
Grosschmid Péter. BKK-ticket is needed [HU][EN] 
Registration: budapest100metro@gmail.com  
 
Inside the Market Hall 
SAT 9:30-13:00 Community breakfast [HU] 
SAT-SUN ??? Organised walks [HU] 
 
Program organizer: Mindspace 
Researcher: Rieger Emese 
 
 

30. VIII. ker. Rákóczi tér 4-5.  
Jelky András Clothing Vocational School 

 
Architect: Pártos Gyula 
Initiator: Ministry of Religion and Public Education of Hungary 
Built by: Schusbeck Pál 
Date of construction: 1909-1911 
 
The main essence of the building are the Zsolnay-made colourful pyrogranite and red,             
dry-pressed bricks as facade decoration. Pártos Gyula worked together with Lechner Ödön            
until 1896, Lechner’s influence can be clearly seen in his works after this period, even on this                 
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particular building. The Hungarian Royal National Women Industrial school moved to           
Rákóczi tér 4 in 1911. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 145 years - building, school and fashion history exhibition, playing            
corner for children [HU][EN] 
SAT-SUN 10:00, 12:00, 14:00, 16:00 Building history walk [HU] 
SAT-SUN 16:00 Fashion FlashMob [HU][EN] 
SAT-SUN 11:00 Art life in the 1870s - presented by Zala-Szabó Diana [HU] 
 
Program organizer: Zala-Szabó Diana 
Researcher: Bozóky Ildikó 
 
 
 

31. VIII. ker. Rákóczi tér 10. 
 
Architect: unknown 
Initiator: Botfai Hűvös József 
Built by: Sivirsky Antal 
Date of construction: 1897 
 
Hűvös József (1848-1914, originally Hirschel Salamon) was a well-known and publicly           
beloved lawyer, economist and later royal advocate, born in Nagykanizsa with jewish origins.             
He was member of the city council of Budapest, endulged in the development of transport               
and infrastructure. 
The house was built in 1897, altered in 1943, but from 1966 the apartments were divided                
into smaller ones and handed out to tenants. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY?? 15:00-17:00 
cultural, for professionals 
 
SAT 15:00 Authentic house history and interesting stories from the 8th district with             
inhabitants [HU] 
SUN 15:00-16:30 Panda chill [HU][EN] 
 
Program organizer: Moharos Éva 
Researcher: Kún Emese 
 
 

32. VIII. ker. Rákóczi tér 11. 
 
Architect: Schusbeck Pál 
Initiator: Zimmermann Gyula 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: around 1895 
 

 



 

The house is made special by the floral plaster decorations, which can be found wiggling on                
the brick facade. This used to be the home of Goldfinger Jakab, colleague of the Press                
Office of Technical Literature. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 14:00-18:00 
for families, cultural, English speaking  
 
SAT-SUN 14:00-18:00 Exhibition of the history of house and square [HU][EN] 
SAT 14:00-18:00 FISAT pop-up reading, or come andlisten to a little literature! - Get your               
poems and novels out of the closet and read it out loud! Reading and open mic with the                  
Society of Young Writers, with a slight guitar musice in between! [HU] 
SUN 14:00-17:00 Booklet making workshop with Somogyi Márk bookbinder. Visitors can           
make decorated books using citations from literature of Rákóczi tér. [HU][EN] 
Registration:  budapest100konyvecske@gmail.com (max. 6 person/30 min turnus) 
SUN 17:00-18:00 Anna & Márton S. koncert – art-pop, chansons and tango. Stories to sing,               
to play on guitar and piano. [HU][EN] 
 
Program organizer: Kispéter Adél, Moharos Éva 
Researcher: Kún Emese és Bozóky Ildikó 
 
 

33. VIII. ker. Vásár utca 2. 
 
Architect: Scwarcz Jenő(?) 
Initiator: Mr and Mrs Grünwald Sámuel  
Built by: Makovszky Mátyás 
Date of construction: 1898 
 
The house, standing on the corner of Rákóczi tér and Vásár utca, is a four-storey               
neobaroque building, with a facade decorated with fine stuccos and stained glass windows             
in the stairway. 
 
SATURDAY 10:00-19:00 
for professionals, English speaking 
 
SAT 10:00-19:00 Exhibition of the history of the square [HU][EN] 
SAT 11:00-11:30, 14:00-14:30 Building history walk led by Bartus Irén [HU][EN] 
SAT 11:30-12:30, 14:30-15:30 Visit to the atelier of Becsei Áron, painter, at Molnár Ferenc              
tér [HU][EN] 
SAT 18:00-19:00 Building history walk led by Nagy Károly [HU][EN] 
 
Program organizer: Gasparikné Jóna Katalin 
Researcher: Csatáry Orsolya és Páger Anikó 
Residents: Bartos Irén, Nagy Károly, Becsei Áron 
 

34. VIII. ker. MÁTYÁS TÉR 
 
Fox fairies, musicians, the likes of Iván Mándy, Attila József and Sweet Emma, Dear Böbe,               
Jackals and petty thieves, new and old gentries… It could be the center of the universe and                 
what Pál Granasztói wrote about the place still holds true: “ Mátyás square really seemed as                
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if I had seen it in a dream, or had seen it somewhere before, and I wouldn’t be surprised if I                     
couldn’t find it ever again.” 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, English-speaking, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 In this building lived / was made / died / was shot the movie / was                  
produced / was invented / was stolen / was frauded...Find the descriptions at the entrance of                
the buildings and learn more about what the buildings of the square have witnessed              
throughout history.  
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Mistory – Download the Mistory application: Discover the participating           
buildings and squares of the 8. district through an exciting journey with your smartphone!              
(Only in Hungarian.) More details:: www.mistorygame.com/elveszveasotetben 
SUN 11:00-12:00 A historical walk with local István Balogh Steffl who will introduce Mátyás              
square and share stories on king elections, the forgotten branch of the Danube, spring              
valleys, girls, a Christ sculpture, pubs, a factory and many more. Meeting point opposite 12               
Mátyás square.  
SUN 13:00-14:00 Once upon a time and now… movie scenes and real venues  
Following the screening of film excerpts set on Mátyás square we will start a walk of                
discovery. Meeting in Műterem Kávézó. 
 
SUN 14:00, 16:00, 18:00 Dynamics of criminal acts in mid-Józsefváros in the XX. century.              
Matyás square as criminal channel – walk by Tamás Bezsenyi  
 
 
Program organizer: Balogh Steffl István, Hegyi Nóra, Murvay Rebeka, Szalona Réka, Komor            
Emese, Chapó Ibolya, Kaposvári Regina, Csicsics Anna 
Researcher: Lelkes Szivia, Balogh Steffl István 
 
 
 

35. VIII. ker. Mátyás tér 3. 
Semmelweis Orvostörténeti Múzeum 
MNM-SOM Ernyey József Gyógyszerészettörténeti Könyvtár 
 
Architect: Pfaff Ferenc 
Initiator: Filó János 
Built by: Márkutz József 
Date of construction: 1889-1890 
 
This building was built by pharmacist János Filó and was originally home to Szent Keresztély               
pharmacy and its supporting premises. The house had an office, a laboratory, a storage              
space as well as an apartment for the pharmacist and his apprentice. In 1950, the building                
was nationalised and the pharmacy closed in 1978. From that year on, it belongs to the                
Museum of Medical History. You can see protected neorenaissance oak furniture and a             
beautiful pharmaceutical equipment from that era. 
 
 
 

 



 

SATURDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals 
 
SAT 10:00-18:00 In the flow of history - exhibition on the history of the building. 
SAT 11:00, 12:30, 14:00, 15:30, 17:00 Historical walk in the building. Registration (please             
indicate the chosen time): sajto.semmelweis@gmail.com (max.15 persons/walk, 2        
persons/email) 
SAT 13:30 Guided tour in English (registration needed: sajto.semmelweis@gmail.com) [EN] 
SAT 17:30 Visita guiada (inscripción necesaria: sajto.semmelweis@gmail.com) [ESP] 
 
Program organizer: Kolocz Dóra, Marton Ildikó, Ráczkevy Edit 
Researcher: Marton Ildikó 
 
 
 

36. VIII. ker. Mátyás tér 4. 
Magda udvar 
 
Architect: Löffler Béla és Löffler Samu Sándor 
Initiator: dr. Vágó Lajos ügyvéd, Balassa Zsigmond  
Built by: no data 
Date of construction: 1912 
 
Following its completion, this building hosted Mátyás cinema up until the 1920s. The name              
„Magda Court” was probably written on the building later on. There was a large storage in                
the basement and spacious shops on the ground floor. The building originally had five floors,               
(expanded to six in 1961) with tiny apartments, including those on the ground floor only               
having a room and a kitchen with common toilet on the corridor. 
 
SATURDAY 11:30, 13:30, 15:30  
SUNDAY 12:00, 13:00, 15:00 
The building can only be visited at the above times, please register beforehand. 
Cultural, for professionals 
  
SAT 12:00, 13:30, 15:30; SUN 11:00, 13:00, 15:00  
Guided tour about the history of the house, its legends and interesting anecdotes. 
After exploring the iconic facade of the building, the tour continues inside. 
Registration:  bp100matyaster4@gmail.com (max. 25 persons/walk, 2 pers./email) 
  
Program organizer: Kemény Tamás, Bódis Lajos, Hegyi Nóra 
Researcher:  Ast Hajnalka, Tolnai-Pálóczy Enikő 
Photo: Sándor Emese 
 
 

37. VIII. ker. Mátyás tér 15. 
Kesztyűgyár Közösségi Ház 
 
Architect: Alföldi György DLA; architectural designer: Sárkány Csilla, Kolossa József DLA 
Initiator: Horváth János and his wife Bogdány Katalin  
Built by: Illés Gyula 
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Date of construction: 1914 
 
János Hajnal had built a one level blacksmith shop in 1889 here, and up to 2008                
blacksmiths’, wheelers’, tin and joiners’ shops operated here. The north side of the square              
paints a very colourful picture: 3-level buildings and smaller buildings which used to belong              
to the Glove Factory standing next to each other. This building was redesigned through              
community planning.  
  
SATURDAY 10:00-18:00 
for families, focus on communities, cultural  
  
SAT 10:00-14:00 Community Building „Gloves factory” is open for entering 
 
SAT 11:00 Guided tour by workers of the factory 
 
Registration: bp100matyaster15@gmail.com (max 30 person/tour, max 2 pers/e-mail) 
SAT 14:00-18:00 Open house for children. Sports, drawing, board game, painting with            
painter Rosalie Csámpai. Special cultural projects performed  
  
Program organizer: Bálint Sugárka, Varga Zita 
Researcher: Németh Nóra és Szij Barbara 
 
 
 

38. VIII. ker. Mátyás tér 17. 
 
Architect: Weinréb Fülöp and Spiegel Frigyes 
Initiator: Robitsek Salamon Bernát and his wife 
Built by: no data 
Date of construction: 1894-1895 
 
According to the address register of the time, inhabitants of this building were a jeweler, a                
palinka-shop owner, a forestman, a blacksmith, a wheeler, a junkman and György HÜGL, a              
teacher of the boys’ secondary school in the district and colleague of Lajos Kéky, member of                
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and also a resident of the building.  
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY  
SAT 12:30, V 14:00 
The building is open for visiting only at the times stated. 
  
Urban plant guide - a walk for urban gardeners. 
 
 
Program organizer: Hegyi Nóra  
Researcher: Béres-Deák Krisztina 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

39. VIII. ker. Tavaszmező utca 19. 
Műterem kávézó 
 
Architect: no data 
Initiator: Rózsa Mihály 
Built by: no data 
Date of construction: 1893--1894 körül 
 
Since 1909, a coffee shop and a real estate seller was in operation until the 1920s. For                 
decades, Icuka and Editke, two residents of the house used to place fresh flowers on the                
Christ tin-sculpture standing opposite the building. This gesture probably put a smile on the              
face of the girls who used to frequent the square in the old days. 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 9:00-17:00 
cultural 
  
SAT-SUN 9:00-17:00 Exhibition: Coffee houses, pubs and restaurants on Mátyás square           
and in the city. Presentations and articles from the restaurant’s newspapers up to 1940.  
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-11:00 meeting and start in Műterem coffee shop with a short presentation             
about coffee houses, pubs and restaurants on Mátyás tér. 
SAT 12:30-14:30 Survival guide by Uncle Sanyi who has been living in the area for 74 years.                 
Masses skipped in childhood, tunnels in the 8. District, DJ performances, Yugoslavian vinyls             
and more... 
 
 
Program organizer: Hegyi Nóra, Murvay Rebeka, Szalona Réka, Komor Emese 
Researcher: Balogh Steffl István, Hegyi Nóra, Murvay Rebeka, Szalona Réka, Komor           
Emese 
Researcher: Hauenstein Mátyás 
 
 

40. VIII. ker. HORVÁTH MIHÁLY TÉR 
 
The first buildings of this square were built in the fields of József Katsberger, a city                
counselor. The area that was later named Lerchenfield used to belong to the outskirts of               
Pest, crossed by the first tram line of the city. The “József Távbeszélő” telephone centre was                
the first reinforced concrete structure in Hungary, ordered by the state. Nowadays, the             
famous Fazekas elementary and secondary school stands on the square. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Discover the square! - a historical walk with a quiz. More information              
on the website.  
 
SAT-SUN 11:00 Walks in the church-side of the square, around the palace designed by              
Rezső Ray. Guide by Zsuzsanna Galambos, art historian.  

 



 

Houses and stories around the telephone center - guide by museologist Magdolna Szabó 
SAT 18:00-19:00 Houses, stories, wine - in front of Zsiga Bár. (VIII. ker. Horváth Mihály tér                
14.)  
Registration: Max. 15 persons 
SAT 20:00-22:00 Concert of Pulius Tomi in front of  Zsiga Bár  
SUN 15:00 Concert of Tuti Cantabile 
 
Program organizer: Szabó Magdolna, Szabó Ágnes, Virág Katalin, Csatáry Orsolya 
Researcher: Szabó Ágnes 
 
 
 
 

41. VIII. ker. Horváth Mihály téri Szent József-templom 
 
Architect: Tallher József, Hild József, Barcza Elek 
Initiator: nem ismert 
Built by: Kundt Ignác 
Date of construction: 1863-1865 
 
In the south-east side of the square there once was a catholic wooden church with a                
bell-tower in the beginning og the 1780s. Permission to build a bigger, more decorative              
church was given in 1786 and constructions began in 1797. The facade was built in 1814                
and designed by Fidél Kasselik. Budapest’s tragic 1838 flood severly damaged the building,             
reconstruction work was led by József Hild. Elek Barcza redesigned the church around the              
turn of the 20. Century in historicist style. 
 
SATURDAY 14:00-15:00 
cultural, for professionals, English-speaking, for families 
 
SAT 14:00-15:00 Guilded architectural tour in the church led by Jankovics Norbert, art             
historian.  
 
 
Program organizer: Szabó Magdolna 
Researcher: Szabó Ágnes 
 
 

42. VIII. ker. Őr utca 9. 
Harmadik Világ Szegényeinek Szolgái Mozgalom Közhasznú Alapítvány 
(Aid organisation against poverty) 
  
Architect: Gottgeb Antal 
Initiator: Dobroviczky Márton 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1871 
  

 



 

In 1871, Mártin Dobroviczky completed this one-story neoclassicist building, later adding one            
more floor to it. A famous tenant of the house was globe-trotter writer and translator Leo                
Dietl Fedor and royal gardener Lajos Pexa, who initiated Rudas spa as well. 
  
SATURDAY 15:30 
cultural 
  
SAT 15:30 Missionaries on the square – introduction of Harmadik Világ Szegényeinek            
Szolgái (aid organization against poverty) 
Registration:  (20 persons/walk) 
  
Program organizer: Budapest100 
Researcher: Szij Barbara, Bozóky Ildikó 
 
 

43. VIII. ker. KÁLVÁRIA TÉR 
 
 
Maps from the end of the 18th century show that Kálvária square (Kalvarien Platz) and its                
neighbourhood belonged to the outskirts of Pest at that time. At the beginning of the 1870s,                
the square’s image developed into what you can see today, with the exception of the row of                 
buildings. In 1893, the valuable sculpture of calvaria was placed in the garden of arts,               
Epreskert. The square later became a promenade and in 1941, another calvaria was added              
which was later placed to Rezső square in 1971. 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 14:00-18:00 
cultural, English speaking, for families, focus on communities 
  
SAT-SUN 14:00-17:00 Collecting memories from the past: What was Calvaria square like in             
the old days? Bring a photo and tell your story! 
SAT-V 14:00-17:00 Play a party of button football with the world champion! Football is still               
alive on Kálvária square! 
  
SAT-SUN 14:00-17:00 Tanoda of Józsefváros is waiting for you with beading, face painting             
board games and other activities. 
SAT: 14:00, 16:00, 18:00 Dynamics of criminal acts in mid-Józsefváros in the XX. century.              
Criminal wanderings on Kálvária square – walk by Tamás Bezsenyi  
SAT 16:00-17:00 Concert of NUBLAO : ambient chill and rock&roll – a special atmosphere              
guaranteed with band members changing instruments while playing 
SUN 17:00-18:00 Ria, Ria, Kálvária! – Concert of street singer Gábor Rejtő, an important              
figure of local life in Józsefváros  
  

Program organizer: Andó Juli, Fehér Barbara, Kiss Eszter, Kónya Sára, Lelkes Szilvia,            
Tanászi Lilla 
Researcher: Kiss Eszter 
 

 



 

 
 
 

44. VIII. ker. Kálvária tér 22. 
 
Architect: Román Ernő 
Initiator: Stanzel Ferenc 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1927 
 
In 1886 József Kaiser built a ground-floor house with restaurants and residential apartments             
on the west part of the site, which was designed by Károly Hosztalek. The ground floor has                 
always functioned as a community space. There used to be a restaurant as well, and the                
space used to be the meeting point of several clubs and cooperatives. Since 1940, Jó               
Pászor (“Good Sheperd”) chaplaincy has been operating in the chapel in the building’s court. 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural 
  
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibition on the history of the building and the chaplaincy. 
SAT 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30 
A guided walk in the chapel by pastor Imre Khirer, meeting in front of the main entrance.. 
 
 
Program organizer: Khirer Imre, Szabó Ágnes 
Researcher: Szabó Ágnes 
 
 

45. IX. ker. MARKUSOVSZKY TÉR 
 
 
This eccentric square was formulated after the demolishing of the Tobacco Factory in             
Ferencváros, and on the ruins of buildings destroyed in World War II. The square was               
named after Lajos Markusovszky, professor of medicine and founder of the National Public             
Health Association. 
  
SATURDAY 10:00-22:00, SUNDAY 10:00-16:00 
for families, cultural, focus on communities 
  
Visitors may decorate and rest on the temporary street furniture by the BACHL Kft. 
  
SAT-SUN 10:00-16:00 Exchange of books, plants, and music on the square 
  
SAT 10:00 Book reading marathon of The Pál Street Boys by Ferenc Molnár, a major classic                
in Hungarian literature. Tamás Fodor, founding director of Stúdió K Theatre starts the             
reading. 
SAT 11:00-12:00 Developing the square – what does the landscape architect, the            
playground designer and the city blogger say? 
  

 



 

SAT 14:00-15:00, SUN 11:00-12:00 Let’s have more space! A walk in time and space on               
Markusovszky square, guided by Zsuzsa Róka 
  
SAT 16:00-22:00 Screening of short films on buildings – film projection from Fortepan             
archive and tenants’ own collections  
  
SUN 15:00-15:30 Performance of the Austrian Institute’s choir, directed by Christiane Müller 
  
Program organizer: Horváth Edina, Kardos Tünde - Theatre Stúdió K 
Kosztya Csilla, Kovács Zoltán, Klucsik Andrea, Német Szilvia - KIBU, Róka Zsuzsanna,            
Researcher: Kolocz Dóra 
 
 

46. IX. ker. Kinizsi utca 29. - Knézich utca 2. 
 
Architect: Hosztalek Károly 
Initiator: Bayer Antal / Tirmayer János 
Built by: Darmstädter Gyula, Magyar Vasbeton Építési Vállalat 
Date of construction: 1872 (ground floor) / 1882 (1st floor) 
  
An association of protestant intellectuals, named Bethlen Gábor Kör (“Bethlen Gábor Circle”            
used to meet in this building. Unfortunately, the original architectural details of the buildings              
have been destroyed and can only live on in the stories of elderly residents. A fresco on the                  
wall, a well in the court and a driveway at the back of the house - all ruined during the                    
renovations in the 1990s. However, the leisurely card games still evoke the ambience of old               
times. 
  

SATURDAY 10:00-17:00, SUNDAY 10:00-15:00 
cultural, for professionals 
  
SAT 10:00-17:00, SUN 10:00-15:00 What was life like in the “infamous” neighbourhood:            
Fekete Macska bár (Black Cat bar) Kultiplex mozi (Kultiplex cinema), Dohánygyár (Tobacco            
Factory) – exhibition on the history of the building and the neighbourhood  
  
SAT 10:00-17:00, SUN 10:00-15:00 Markusovszky square from above – guided walk if            
requested 
SAT-SUN 15:00-16:00 Recollecting the past of the building and the neighbourhood with the             
eldest tenant  – (exhibition about the lecture in the stairway) 
  
Program organizer: Kecskés Dalma, Klucsik Andrea, Kovács Zoltán, Róka Zsuzsanna 
Researcher: Kecskés Dalma 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

47. IX. ker. Ráday utca 28. 
 
Architect: Berczik Gyula 
Initiator: Ferencvárosi Dohánygyár  (Tobacco Factory of Ferencváros) 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1884-1885 
  
The Boys of Pál street (A Pál utcai fiúk, a major classic by Ferenc Molnár) used to cross                  
Soroksári street (today Ráday street) on the way home from school. The Tobacco factory              
where the boys of the book, Csónakos and Nemecsek sniffed the tobacco powder used to               
stand near Köztelek street. Originally, the factory was a military barrack in the early 1800s,               
and the Tobacco Factory opened in 1850. After it was burned down in 1885, it was                
renovated and has been rented by the Protestant Church since 1909. Today it is a Church                
Centre of Dunamellék. Its historicist facade is a protected cultural heritage. The Ráday             
Archives with the Library, the Archives and the Bible Museum can be found in the building. 
  
SATURDAY 10:00-17:00 
cultural 
  
SAT 10:00-17:00 The permanent exhibition of the Bible Museum is open for visits 
SAT 15:00 Barrack, factory, library – Guided walk in the building led by Ágnes Pázmándi  
Registration: bibliamuzeum@bibliamuzeum.com (max. 25 persons, 2 persons/email) 
 
 
Program organizer: Molnár Zsuzsanna (Bibliamúzeum) 
 
 

48. IX. ker. Kinizsi utca 31. 
 
Architect: Szeleczky E. Lajos 
Initiator: Szeleczky E. Lajos 
Built byk: Szeleczky N. János, Frankendorfer Gusztáv, Szeleczky M. Nándor 
Date of construction: 1898-1899 
  
Lajos E. Szeleczky initiated and designed several of the characteristic historicist residential            
buildings of the Belle Époque in Budapest. This building was planned to serve as the home                
of his large family as well as his architecture office. 
 
The architecture shows his trademark style with many personal details. Later, its tenants             
included Alfréd Hajós, first Olympic gold medalist of Hungary, as well as actresses, painters,              
sculptors, poets and a local historian. 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-16:00 
cultural, English speaking 
  
SAT-SUN 10:00-16:00 Taste of the house – photos, memories and documents of past and              
present - a guided tour of the building presented by the great-grandson of the architect,               
Aurél Szeleczky. 
 
 

 



 

Program organizer: Szeleczky Aurél, Róka Zsuzsa 
Researcher: Szeleczky Aurél, Róka Zsuzsa 
 
 
 
 

49. IX. ker. BAKÁTS TÉR 
 
With its administrative, ecclesiastical, educational and health institutions, this square has           
always been the center of Belső-Ferencváros (Inner-Ferencváros). The buildings we see           
today were raised between 1900 and 1930. The square is centered around the Francis of               
Assisi Church, built in Neo-Romanesque style and designed by Miklós Ybl. The church is              
currently under refurbishment. 
 
  
SUNDAY 11:00 
cultural 
 
SUN 11:00-12:00 Guided walk with Judit N. Kósa, journalist and city historian. Meeting point:              
Bakáts tér 14. [HU] 
Registration: nkosa.seta@gmail.com (max. 40 persons, 2 persons/e-mail) 
 
Program organizer: Horváth Edina  
Researcher: Vass Krisztina  
 
 
 

50. IX. ker. Bakáts tér 2. 
 
Architect: Báthory István és Klenovits Pál  
Initiator: Szabó Antal  
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1909 
 
This four-storey building portrays all the light details of secession architecture. The singer,             
Anna Utry (1907-1968), was one of its most famous residents. The interior of the Orfeusz               
brasserie was designed in 1985 by Sándor Mikó, the Munkácsy-awarded interior designer. 
. 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-17:00 
cultural, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-17:00 Exhibition - plans and archive pictures of the house, coloring for             
children [HU] [EN] 
SAT-SUN 10:00-17:00 Nóra Kricska’s photo exhibition [HU] [EN] 
SAT 10:30, SUN 14:30 History of the house - guided walk [HU]  
SUN 16:00-16:30 Concert by the choir of the Austrian institute, coryphaeus: Christiane            
Müller [HU] [EN] 
 
Program organizer: Berzsák Barna 
Researcher: Vit Eszter 

 



 

 
51. IX. ker. FERENC TÉR 

 
 
The recently refurbished square was originally formed after the flood of 1838 and is one of                
the most popular public domains of the city. Attila József (famous Hungarian poet) used to               
walk chicken here, he also used to work there as a cinema ticket validator, or as the helper                  
of Mészárosné, the healer charlatan. It was the location of debates of the revolution of 1956                
and the grave of many of its victims. 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
for professionals, cultural, for families, focus on communities 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibition - history of the area in honour to the poets who lived there:                
Attila József, Péter N. Horváth. [HU] [EN]  
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibition - history of the public latrines of the city [HU]  
SAT 10:00, 14:00 Guided walk with Ambrus Gönczi on the history of the area. The walks                
starts and ends on Ferenc tér. [HU] 
Registration (please mark the chosen time): ferencvarosiseta@gmail.com (2 ppl/e-mail) 
SAT 13:00 Garzon Acoustic – a concert by Krisztián Kulik and Olivér Grósinger presenting              
their own songs and some famous (or unknown) hits with an acoustic guitar. 
SAT 14:00-15:30 Neighbourhood training with Miutcánk - Join the games focusing on the             
smaller communities. Who is a good neighbour? How to bring life into the neighbourhood?              
Sharing, helping, fun, creativity. Friends 10 minutes away. www.miutcank.hu [HU] 
SUN 11:00 The rehabilitation of Ferencváros - presentation of Gábor Aczél, former city             
architect of Ferencváros 
 
 
Researcher: Vass Krisztina 
Program organizer: Nagy Gergely, Luis G. Prado 
 
 

52. IX. ker. Ferenc tér 2-3. 
 
Architect: Archimat Stúdió Kft, Révi Zsolt 
Investor: Ferenc tér Kft. 
Initiator: PestiHázak Rt. 
Built by: Lindner Rt. 
Date of construction: 2003–2006 
 
The apartment house with 67 apartments on Ferenc tér is in use since 2006. Previously,               
one-storey houses stood here but were later replaced because they did not serve the needs               
of the population in the 20th century. 
 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-17:00 
cultural 
 
SAT-SUN 10.00-17.00 Learn about the secrets of the area. Before the modern apartment             
house was built, dressmakers, chariot drivers and carpenters lived here. What were the most              

 

http://www.miutcank.hu/


 

common criminal acts? Who did the most for development? Learn more in the exhibition.              
[HU] 
 
Program organizer: Budapest100 
Researcher: Csicsics Anna 
 
 

53. IX. ker. Ferenc tér 4. 
 
Architect: Bach János 
Initiator: Bertók Mihály and wife 
Built by: Horváth Sándor and Schubert Frigyes 
Date of construction: 1911-1912 
 
Built in 1912, the four-storey secession-style house was the second tallest building of its              
surroundings. The forged details of the staircase and corridor are the works of the owner and                
smith Mihály Bertók. His daughter, the opera singer Ferike (Fanni) was married to Dezső              
Bor, the renowned conductor. The Ferencz Mozgó cinema operated in the building between             
1912-32. 
 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-17:00 
cultural, for professionals, for families, English speaking 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-17:00 Look for the answer! - interactive game and house discovery. Details             
on the exhibited building and landscapes from Mária S. Polgár. Old movies from the days of                
“Ferencz Mozgó” [HU] [EN] 
SAT 11:00, 12:00, SUN 15:00 An artist’s apartment – paintings, silks, poems. Look inside              
the open home of the artist Györgyi Polgári (Maximum groups of 6-8 ppl) [HU] [EN] [DE] 
Registration: (please mark the chosen date and time): gyorgyipolgari@hotmail.com (2          
ppl/email) 
SAT-SUN 10:00-12:00, 15:00-17:00 Creative programs for children organized by Liliput          
Családi Bölcsöde. [HU] 
SUN 11:00, 12:00, 13:00 Get familiar with the house from the basement to the attic! - guided                 
walk with Zoltán Kovács, Ferenczy Noémi awarded interior designer. [HU] 
SUN 14:00 Concert by Zsófia Bódi (classical singer) and Attila Rieger (jazz guitar) - former               
residents of the house.[HU] [EN] 
SUN 16:00 Musical Sunday picnic with Györgyi Polgári and Zsófia Bódi on the green area in                
front of the house. Music and poems. [HU] [EN] [DE] 
 
Program organizer: Anek Rebeka 
Researcher: Nagy Nikoletta 
 
 

54. IX. ker. Ferenc tér 5. 
 
Architect: Tuskó Tibor - Egalyt Tervező és Szolgáltató Kft. 
Initiator: Mezőholding Kft. 
Built by: nem ismert 
Date of construction: 2000-2002 

 



 

 
This modern building raised in 2002 has 59 apartments. It’s located at the meeting point of                
Ferenc tér and Bokréta utca. The building that used to be at its place before originally built                 
by József Moravetz in 1887. The old building had a tiny courtyard, and small, dark               
apartments. Attila József (famous Hungarian poet) lived there with his sister when he was a               
child. The experiences gathered in the kitchen of Mészarosné, the healer charlatan, later             
gave inspiration to his poems. 
 
  
SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, English speaking, for families 
 
SUN 10:00-18:00 Staircase exhibition - The photo exhibition will lead visitors towards the             
fig-tree in the courtyard. Try to imagine the once crowded old house. [HU] [EN] 
SUN 11:00 Picnic in the garden - the residents’ yearly picnic is already a tradition. Now they                 
welcome everyone to their picnic in the garden. [HU] [EN] 
SUN 14:00 Present, past, future - Eszter Kárász and the residents evoke the memory of               
Attila József,who was a resident of the old house when he was a child.[HU] 
 
Program organizer: Cseke Balázs, Tarik Demirkán, Kertész Zsófia, Szűts Péter 
Researcher: Cseke Balázs 
 
 
 

55. IX. ker. Bokréta utca 15. 
 
Architect: Wieser Ferenc  
Initiator: Heigl Ferenc 
Built by: nem ismert  
Date of construction: 1867 
 
The building is also known as Sonnenshein-house, since it was the shooting location of the               
István Szabó movie Sunshine. The facade still shows the decorations prepared for the             
shooting. The one-storey house is more than 150 years old. Its imposing facade speaks              
about wealth and evokes the spirit of the old Ferencváros. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00  
cultural, English speaking 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibition about the history of the house. [HU] [EN] 
SAT 16:00 Dina Buneeva sings Slavic folk songs, with Iván Csetverikov playing the guitar.              
[HU] [EN] 
SUN 14:00 Viktor Németh (Wyq-Thor) songwriter performs poems from Attila József and            
Péter N. Horváth, set to music. [HU] 
SUN 17:00 Mexican and spanish songs: guitar/ukulele and singing - Ellas duo. [HU] [EN] 

Researcher: Vass Krisztina 
Program organizer: Nagy Gergely 
 

 

 



 

56. IX. ker. Ferenc tér 12. 
 
 
Architect: Reisenleitner Lajos and Lukoviczky Emil 
Initiator: Reisenleitner Jakab 
Built by: Mann József és fia 
Date of construction: 1912 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
The four-storey house with two staircases and late-secession details on the facade is             
already 106 years old. Its builders have built several renowned buildings in the city. 
  
SAT 13:00-17:00; SUN 14:00-17:00 
Short overview about the history of the house, photo exhibition about the area, and the               
craftsmen working in the house. 
 
Researcher: Tompa Éva 
Program organizer: Nagy Gergely 
 
 
 
 

57. XI. ker. KEREKERDŐ PARK 
 
Kerekerdő park was designed in 2008 as part of the IXth district’s rehabilitation. A whole               
block of houses was demolished a park was created at its place. The process started in the                 
1980s and was a unique concept back then. 
 
 
SATURDAY 10:00-16:00 
cultural, for families, for professionals 
 
SAT 10:00-12:00 Guided walk with Ágnes Cséry (architect of the district) about the             
difficulties of creating a new park in the middle of the city. [HU] 
SAT 14:00-15:00 Ervin Lázár quiz - children joining get the chance to win prices. Don’t forget                
your colored pencils at home! [HU] 
SAT 15:00-16:00 Dániel Anrás writer-illustrator invites everyone to a group reading. [HU]  

 
Program organizer: Horváth Edina, Látos Márk  
Researcher: Kovács Ildikó 

 
 

58. XI. ker. GÁRDONYI TÉR 
 
The recently renovated Gárdonyi tér has become a pleasant little piazza. Géza Gárdonyi’s             
(writer) statue is located in the middle of the square, and a fountain was also placed on this                  

 



 

small square between the squares Gellért and Móricz Zsigmond. The art galleries,            
museums, bookshops and coffee houses could be the new stations of a cultural tour. 
 
SATURDAY 10:00-20:00 
cultural, for professionals, for families 
 
SAT 10:00-18:00 Carburetor Day - team Csavarlazítók exhibits cars and motorbikes in the             
honour of János Csonka. (Participates: Péter Borbély and Gyula Gulyás) 
SAT 14:00-17:00 Community picnic: bring and share. Interactive Budapest map, creative           
workshop for children related to the subject of Budapest100, granted by B32 Galéria és              
Kultúrtér (B32 Gallery and Culture space) 
SAT 14:00-15:00 Boogie – concert of the acoustic duo in cooperation with B32 Galéria és               
Kultúrtér (B32 Gallery and Culture space) 
SAT 15:00-16:00 Houses of the neighborhood - guided walk with Péter Csillag, leader of              
Molnár C. Pál Museum. The walk starts at the B32 Gallery. 
SAT 16:00-17:00 Budapest Jazz Orchestra – concert, an organization of B32 Galéria és             
Kultúrtér (B32 Gallery and Culture space) 
SAT 19:00-20:00 Surprise concert on the terrace of Hadik coffee house. 
 
 
 
Program organizer: Monostori Fanni, Makki Boglárka 
Researcher: Kővári Mariann 
 
 

59. XI. ker. Bartók Béla út 29. 
 
 
Architect: Jónás Dávid and Jónás Zsigmond 
Initiator: Jónás Dávid and wife 
Built by: nem ismert 
Date of construction: 1907-1908 
 
As the Lágymányos area started developing, Dávid Jónás with the help of his brother,              
designed a house with premodern elements for himself and his wife. The bakery and coffee               
shop operating in the house played a significant role in the everyday life of the area.                
Nowadays Kelet Kávézó is just as popular as back then. László Almásy, the famous African               
researcher also lived here. Today his apartment operates as a mosque. 
 
  
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-23:00 With the mountain behind us and the water in front of us - exhibition                
about the history of the house. [HU] 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Surprise exhibition [HU] 
 
Program organizer: Kővári Mariann, Siska Enikő 
Researcher: Siska Enikő  
 

 



 

 
 
 

60. XI. ker. Bartók Béla út 30. - Bertalan Lajos utca 21. 
 
 
Architect: Martonosi Baráth Lajos 
Initiator: Bertalan-udvar társasház 
Built by: Fejér Lajos és Dános László 
Date of construction: 1930-31 
 
Are you ready to learn where the famous humorist Géza Hofi used to appear often? Then                
don’t miss Bartók Béla út 30. The imposing building with its Art Deco elements represents               
the “Streamline” manifestation of the style, using strong horizontal lines and dynamic arched             
shapes. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-15:00 
for professionals, cultural, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT-V 10:00-15:00 Photo exhibition: history of the house with famous stories of the             
residents [HU] [EN] 
Coloring for kids, quiz with the chance to win. 
SAT-V 13:00-14:00 The house and its architect - presentation by Zoltán Bolla, author of the               
book A magyar art deco építészet (Hungarian Art Deco architecture) [HU] 
Registration: bp100.bartok30@gmail.com (max. 25 ppl, 2 ppl/email) 
SAT-SUN 14:00-15:00 Attik walk with a view to the Citadella and Gárdonyi tér. (In order of                
arrival, 25 ppl/15 min)  
 
Program organizer: Ruzsa Nóra, Zbik Dorina 
Researcher: Kővári Mariann 
 
 

61. XI. ker. Bartók Béla út 31. 
 
 
Architect: Schwarcz Jenő és Horváth Antal 
Initiator: Szirch Antal and wife 
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1909-1910 
 
On the façade of this moderately ornamented building, Géza Maróti’s relief portrays two             
children embracing each-other, surrounded by floral decorations. The history of the building            
is strongly linked to the inventor János Csonka, who’s car-workshop operated on the ground              
floor. Today the János Csonka memorial museum occupies the premises. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-13:00 
cultural 
  
SAT-SUN 10:00-13:00 János Csonka’s life and the history of the house - exhibition in the               
Museum. [HU] 

 



 

SAT-SUN 10:00 Follow János Csonka - walk in the museum and the house, guided by his                
great-grandson. [HU] 
Registration: csonka.budapest100@gmail.com (max. 20 ppl/walk, 2 ppl/email) 
 
Program organizers: Siska Enikő and Kővári Mariann 
Researcher: Kővári Mariann és Siska Enikő 
 
 
 

62. XI. ker. Bartók Béla út 32. 
 
Architect: Messinger Alajos  
Initiator: Koroknay Gyuláné  
Built by: unknown 
Date of construction: 1909-1911 
 
The building has been reshaped several times already, in the 1920s Nap Mozgó (“Sun              
Cinema”) operated here. Architects Béla Jánszky and Tibor Szívessy had their office here. It              
was the home of Gyula Róka’s dance and fencing school. Lajos Simay (applied artis), Dezső               
Pécsi-Pilch and János Vaszary (painters), among others, lived here for longer or shorter             
terms. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-17:00 
for professionals, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-17:00 
Exhibition - history of the house [HU] 
Original plans of the house - coloring for kids [HU]  
Erika Pereszlényi’s exhibition - “I heard it on Budapest” (“Budapesten hallottam”). [HU] 
SAT 11:00, 15:00, SUN 11:00, 15:00 Presentation about the history of the house.  [HU] 
  
Program organizer: Kis Szabolcs 
Researcher: Kis Szabolcs 
 
 

63. XI. ker. Bartók Béla út 36-38. 
 
 
Architect: Scwarcz Jenő 
Date of construction: 1911 
Initiator: Dr. Palócz Ignác és neje  
Built by: Mann József 
 
Also known as Hadik-house since the Hadik coffee house opened in the ground floor              
premises in 1911. This secessional-historical building portrays oriental details. The building           
incorporated an atelier, once rented by Tivadar Csontváry Kosztka. The coffee house            
became popular in the 20s, thanks to Frigyes Karinthy and other significant characters of              
Hungarian literature. 
 
 

 

mailto:csonka.budapest100@gmail.com


 

SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-21:30 
cultural, for professionals, English speaking, for families 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 The 107 years long history of Hadik-house - exhibition [HU] [EN] 
SAT 10:00-11:00 Breakfast in the courtyard. [HU] [EN] 
SAT 10:00-12:00 Csontváry coloring for children. [HU] [EN] 
SAT 13:00-13:30 Poem-hunting - children who find the poems hidden in the house can win a                
Csontvary coloring book. 
SAT 16:00-18:00 Reader’s night with Sándor Halmosi, writer. [HU] 
SAT 20:30-21:30 Faces of Budapest - Moods and genres from the past 100 years - musical                
picture collages in the courtyard. [HU] [EN] 
SUN 13:30-16:00 Dezső Kosztolányi “Would you like to play?” - game in the courtyard. 
 
 
Program organizer: Gugi Anna, Moraru Beatrice, Tábori Regina 
Researcher: Szij Barbara 
 
 
 
 

64. XI. ker. KÁROLI GÁSPÁR TÉR 
 
 
The unnamed square in the intersection of Lenke út, Fadrusz utca and Fehérvári út used to                
be called Károli Gáspár tér back in 1931. 
The Budapest Israelite Community bought the villa under Károli Gáspár tér 5. (today Bét              
Sálom Synagogue), to serve as a location for their secularized synagogue at Bocskai út. The               
designer of the square was Judit Osváth, who was also in charge of the playgrounds at                
Mechwart tér. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 
cultural, for families, focus on communities 
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Exhibition - history of the square. [HU] 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Explore the square - games for children. [HU] 
SAT-SUN 11:00-12:00, 17:00-18:00 History of the square - guided tour.[HU] 
SAT 11:00-18:00 Book exchange - bring your old books and exchange them for others. [HU] 
SAT 18:00-19:00 Acoustic concert 
SUN 13:00-15:00 Come and chat with former and present residents about their            
memories.[HU] 
 
Program organizers: Bozóky Ildikó, Chapó Ibolya, Dancs Márta, Dimitrisz Kapodisztriász,          
Kőszeghy Lea, Lelkes Szilvia, Varga Ágnes, Horváth Henrietta 
Researcher: Bede-Fazekas Janka 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

65. XI. ker. Károli Gáspár tér 5. 
Bét Sálom Zsinagóga  

 
Architect: original unknown, rebuilt in 2011 by Dévényi Tamás 
Initiator: original unknown, rebuilt in 2011 by Budapesti Zsidó Hitközség / Budapest Israelite             
Community 
Built by: original unknown, rebuilt in 2011 by Nagy és Társai Kft. 
Date of construction: originally at the beginning of 20th century, rebuilt in 2011 
 
The one-storey villa with a high roof and a front and back garden operates as a synagogue                 
since 1952. Over the years, the building was altered, and enlarged with a room of wooden                
structure. In 2011, the renovation was demolished to give space to the building we see               
today. 
 
SUNDAY 10:00, 11:00 
The building can be visited only in the marked times, with pre-registration. 
cultural, for professionals, for families 
 
V 10:00, 11:00 Synagogue-tour 
Come and find out what makes a synagogue, learn about the most important symbols and               
architectural details and the link between the synagogue and the residential building that’s             
500 metres away.  
Registration (please mark the selected date and time): budapest100@zsinagoga.net (max.          
15 ppl/walk, 2 ppl/e-mail) 
 
Program organizer:Horváth József, Lelkes Szilvia 
Researcher: Mészáros Dóra 
 
 

66. XI. ker. BERCSÉNYI UTCA 
 
Lágymányos was a rarely inhabited area of the city until the beginning of the 20th century.                
As of the 1910s along with the development of infrastructure, many residential buildings             
were built. Most of them belonged to the modern style of the 1930s. The BEAC football field                 
had been operating for 40 years, later, the Skála shopping center took its place and brought                
life into the area. Today, Allee is operating at the heart of the neighborhood. 
 
SATURDAY 10:00-18:00 SUNDAY 11:00-15:00 
for professionals, for families, cultural, English speaking, focus on communities 
 
The area before Allee - exhibition. 
The everydays of a dormitory - exhibition 
 
SAT 10:00-18:00 How shall I name you? - quiz about naming the square [HU] 
SAT 10:30-11:00 BEAC Cheerleades presentation. [HU] [EN] 
SAT 11:00-11:30 Memories of a former Bercsényi dormitory student - Ottó Szabó architect             
sharing his 40 year old memories, presentation in the dormitory. [HU] 
SAT 12:00-13:00 Get familiar with the square near Allee - join the walk with Imre Varga                
architect. [HU] 

 



 

SAT 13:00-14:00 Get moving! - zumba with Zsófia Koronczai. [HU] [EN] 
SUN 11:00-15:00 How shall I name you? - quiz about the square, vote for the best name!                 
[HU] 
SUN 12:00-13:00 Balázs Antal and László Hatházi (artists) present the sgraffitos of Váli utca              
10-12. [HU] 
SUN 13:00-14:00 Get moving! - zumba with Zsófia Koronczai. [HU] [EN] 
SUN 14:00-14:30 A12K dance show with Kata Erdélyi and her team [HU] [EN] 
SUN 14:00 How shall I name you? - the chosen names are revealed 
 
 
Program organizer: Bauer Dóra, Horváth Edina, Mircsev Anna 
Researcher: Ruzsa Nóra 
 
 
 

67. XI. ker. Bercsényi utca 28-30. 
 
 
Architect: Boross Zoltán, Biczó Katalin 
Initiator: BME 
Built by: nem ismert 
Date of construction: 1955 
 
Bercsényi utca 28-30. serves as the dormitory of BME. During the socialist era it was famous                
for its colorful cultural life and the Bercsényi 28-30 magazine, a significant platform for arts               
and architecture. The Architect Dormitory was reorganized in 1996, and is actively working             
on keeping their traditions alive. 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY if it rains 10:00-14:00, otherwise only during the walk 
cultural, for families, English speaking  
 
V 11:00-12:00 Memories from the Bercsényi dormitory - guided walk with Emese Ódry. 
If the weather turns to be bad, the dormitory will be open as long the square programs are                  
organized, the exhibitions and programs will be relocated here.  
 
Program organizer: Bauer Dóra, Mircsev Anna 
Researcher: Ódry Emese  
 
 

68. XIII. ker. RUTTKAI ÉVA PARK 
 
 
Before 2012, you could find only parking spots at Wahrmann Mór köz. In recent years, the                
area has turned into one of the most unique green islands of Budapest. The small park                
hiding among the elegant residential buildings now wears the name of Éva Ruttkai             
(1927-1986), famous actress of the Vígszínház theatre nearby. 
 
 
SATURDAY-SUNDAY 10:00-18:00 

 



 

exhibition, for professionals, for families, English speaking 
  
 
SAT-SUN 10:00-18:00 Values of the 13th district - exhibition on a recent city tender [HU]               
[EN] 
SAT-SUN Memories of Éva Ruttkai. (Details on the webpage) [HU] 
SAT 14:30 History of the square - Guided walk with Dóra Mészáros architect student [HU] 
SAT 16:00-18:00 Concerts in the park 
SAT 16:00 Syconor – band playing beat music, formed in 1962, in Szent István park 
SAT 17:30 Stikli – band formed in 2017 
SUN 13:00 History of the square - Guided walk with Dóra Mészáros architect student [HU] 
 
SUN 14:00 Picnic in the park with the Keep Swinging Association [HU] [EN] 
SUN 15:00 Dance show with instructions - Keep Swinging Association [HU] [EN] 
SUN 15:30 Hot Jazz Band and friends, lead by Tamás Bényei  
SUN 16:00 Swing dance show with the Keep Swinging Association 
 
Program organizer: Béres Adrienn, Gulyás Barna, Mészáros Dóra 
Researcher: Szenes Anna 
 
 
ADDITIONAL EVENTS 
 

1. Official closing event 
 
2018.05.11. Friday 18:00 Contemporary Architecture Centre (1111 Budapest, Bartók Béla út           
10-12.) 
 
Welcome speeches by: Alexandra Szalay-Bobrovniczky Deputy Mayor for Human Affairs          
and Bálint Kádár, president of Contemporary Architecture Centre 
 
We invite you to the event where everyone involved in Budapest100’ eighth edition will be:               
our partners and sponsors, as well as the volunteers, without whom this year’s program              
wouldn’t have been possible. During the event, we will hear a short presentation about the               
use of the squares of Budapest, and premier the official video of the 2018 program. 
[HU] 
 
 

2. The Budapest100 book is available again 
 
Due to its great success, the second edition of Budapest100 stories – Twenty-four out of               
three hundred is now available! 
  
Covering the first 6 years of Budapest100, this book presents 24 houses and stories out of                
the three hundred open houses of the past years. Illustrated with a great deal of photos, this                 
book represents a small piece of the 100-year-old Budapest. The volume contains essays             
based on art history and archival research, interviews with residents, it mixes architectural             
descriptions with personal anecdotes, and evokes historic eras of the city.  

 



 

Available only in Hungarian. 
 
The book can be purchased at the Hungarian Contemporary Architecture Centre from            
April 24, 2018, weekdays between 09:00-18:00 and over the Budapest100 weekend,           
until the stocks last. 
[HU] 

 
3. ForteGo 

 
The ForteGO is the most recent venture of the Fortepan photo archives. It is a free                
telephone application displaying the nearby locations of archive photographs, which helps           
you find where the pictures were originally taken, it also offers a feature to take a                
‘before-after’ photo pair that you can share on the focus on communities surfaces. 
  
Download the app and try the beta version developed exclusively for Budapest100! 
[HU] [EN] 
 
 

4. Blaha Lujza square Flashmob 
 
“…várom a Nemzetinél 
 ott, ahol a 6-os megáll…” 
 
SAT 15:00-16:30  
Blaha Lujza square – Discover the story of a demolished building! With the help of the Bajor                 
Gizi Actor Museum, volunteers, students, and theatre enthusiasts, we will revive the once             
standing building of the Hungarian National Theatre, demolished in 1965. In a spectacular             
and loud performance, we will remember the past of the theatre and the members of the                
former theatre company. Anyone is welcome to join the event! Let’s make this             
reminiscence a shared experience! 

[HU] [EN]? 

5. Kapisztrán square – the 100-year-old Museum of Military History. Organized by           
the Institute and Museum of Military History (MMH) 

 
SAT 9:00-17:00 Polish Day in the Museum of Military History 
Cultural events in the Museum building organized on the occasion of the Polish May 3rd               
Constitution Day, in cooperation with the Polish Institute. 
SUN 9:00-17:00 MMH 100 
On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Museum of Military History, they will offer the                 
following program: 
  
SUN 10:00-11:30, 14:00-15:30 Museum History Walk 
During the walk, we will explore the museum and discover the history of how the institution                
and the building were established. We will find out about the cannons and other military               
equipment surrounding the museum. 
Among the topics of discussion will be the history of Kapisztrán square, the statue after               
which the square was named, and the solitary Magdolna Tower. The walk will end with a                

 



 

visit to the MMH 100 – the “100 years of the Insitute and the Museum of Military History”                  
seasonal exhibition. 
 
Exhibition Guides 
SAT 11:00-12:30, 13:00-14:30, 15:00-16:30 Armoury – weapons of a 1000 years 
SAT 10:00-11:30 „Our slogans are Homeland and Progress” – Hungary’s military history            
1815-1866 
SAT 11:30-13:00 Hungary in the Great War 1914-1918 
SAT 14:00-15:30 From Piave to the Don – from the Don to the Danube. – Hungary’s military                 
history 1918-1948 
  
In the framework of the event series, museum entry and participation in the programs is free                
of charge! Further info: muzeumpedagogia@mail.militaria.hu, +361 325 1618 
  
[HU] 
 
 

6. Lady Cinderella – The history of Klauzál square from the great flood to the ‘party               
district’ of Pest. Lectures in the Klauzál 13 Bookstore. 

 
SUN 14:00-17:00  
 
Lectures will treat topics such as the history of construction after the great flood, the story of                 
the squares’ residential buildings and of the never executed project of Madách Avenue in the               
former ghetto. They will also explain the current development possibilities for Klauzál square,             
as well as the social crisis triggered by the conflict between the ‘party district’ and its                
residents. 

[HU] 

 
WALKING TOURS 
 

7. Secrets and squares – Budapest from Beneath 
 

Urban game by Budapest Alulnézetből [Budapest from Beneath] encompassing 3 squares: 

While walking through the city, we often don’t notice how many strange and peculiar              
creatures and figures hide on buildings above our heads. In relation to the Budapest100              
theme, our stonemason has hidden various decorative elements on the walls of six buildings              
in three different squares. Play with us and find the hidden animals, fantastical creatures and               
patterns on the walls! 

Additionally, you will learn interesting details about the history of these six buildings. Further              
information: www.bpalulnezetbol.hu 

Possible starting and ending points are Klauzál square 5 (BGE KVIK library), Felsőerdősor             
street 1. and Hunyadi square 3. 

[HU] [EN]? 

 

http://www.bpalulnezetbol.hu/
http://www.bpalulnezetbol.hu/


 

 
8. Budapest, as seen by Comrade Kádár 

 
SAT 9:30, 15:00 SUN 11:00, 16:00 
Walking tour: In search of an era’s fading public art. 
Join us if you are curious about the history of the weathered mosaics, abstract panelling or                
the dimly shining stainless steel plastic art of the 1960-1980 era. 
We will study the application folders to find out why certain artists were chosen for the                
commission, as well as discussing the disappearing elements that once defined the            
townscape of the era. Our investigation will also rely on the archive documents of the former                
Lectorate of Fine and Applied Arts… 
  
Tour guides: Viven Czenki, Dániel Lőrinczi, Eszter Szőnyeg-Szegvári, from the Hungarian           
National Gallery 
Registration (with indication of the selected date): kozterisetak@szepmuveszeti.hu (max.         
30ppl/walk, 2 ppl/email) 
 
[HU] 
 

9. Dictatorship of the Proletariat on the Andrássy Avenue – Bicycle tour 
 

 
SAT 10:00, SUN 11:00 
Revisiting the itinerary of 1919’s spectacular May 1st celebration march in Budapest, we will              
learn about how the organizers have redesigned and transformed the memorials of a former              
era for the time of the festival. 
The bicycle tour is organized in cooperation with the Kassák Museum’s Albert Ádám: Minden              
a mienk! [Everything belongs to us!] exhibition. 
  
Meeting point: entrance of the Anker house (Anker köz 1-3.) 
Bicycle tour (MOL BUBI station at the corner of József Attila street and Bajcsy-Zsilinszky              
street) 
Registration (indicating the selected date): bp100.kassak@gmail.com (2 ppl/email) 
 
[HU] 
 

10. Siege of Budapest 1944-1945 - Váli street and Bercsényi street 
 
SAT 10:00, 14:00 
Participants will get an insight into the microhistory of the siege of Budapest during World               
War II. The events at Bercsényi street and Váli street with focus particularly on the hospital                
for prisoners of war established in Váli street. 
  
Registration: info@budapest-ostroma.hu (max. 35 ppl/tour, 2 ppl/email) Meeting points 
will be specified by email. 
[HU] 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
11. Boulevard adventures 

 
SAT 10:30, 15:00 
Interactive walking tour following the tracks of the first tramway, from the Nyugati Railway              
Station to the Kazinczy street. The tour ends at the Electro-technical Museum with a creative               
workshop to sum up our experiences from the walk. The event will be organized by the                
Hungarian Technical and Transportation Museum’s education team. 
Meeting point: Nyugati square 
Registration (with indication of the selected date):       
muzeumpedagogia@kozlekedesimuzeum.hu (max. 25 ppl/tour, 2 ppl/email) Meeting points        
will be specified by email. 
  
The creative workshop at the Electro-technical Museum is a registration-free event,           
everybody is welcome to join! 
  
[HU] 

 
 

12. Víziváros Walking Tour 
 
SAT 11:00 
Discover the secrets and adventurous past 
of theViziváros district  along with some fun facts!. 
Tour guide: Tamás Torma. 
Registration: regisztracio.vizivarosi.bp100@gmail.com (max. 25 ppl, 2 ppl/email). Meeting        
points will be specified by email. 
[HU] 
 

13. Józsefváros triangle. Literary walking tour organized by the Magvető         
Publishing House 

 
SAT 14:00 
Mátyás square, Teleki László square and II. János Pál pápa square form an urban triangle               
inside the Józsefváros district. They all also share a link to Hungarian literature. During the               
walking tour we will explore this special neighbourhood along the texts of Iván Mándy, Endre               
Fejes and Géza Bereményi, while also discussing the works of Frigyes Karinthy, Giorgo             
Pressburger and János Térey. 
Tour guide: János Szegő, editor. 
Registration: magvetoirodalmiseta@gmail.com (max. 30 ppl, 2 ppl/email). Meeting points         
will be specified by email. 
[HU] 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

14. Walk between Fővám square and Rákóczi square 
 
SAT 15:00, SUN 10:00 
The walking tour visits two indoor market halls built on different squares of Pest. We will also                 
take a look at the exactly 100-year-old Gellért bath on the Buda side, as well as walk past                  
three established open squares in Pest, the Mikszáth Kálmán square, the Lőrinc pap square              
and the Gutenberg square. Tour guide: Tamás Kőnig, architect. 
Meeting point: Pest side of the Szabadság bridge, southern corner. 
[HU]  
 
 

15. Siege of Budapest 1944-1945 - Gárdonyi square and Bartók Béla street 
 
SUN 10:00, 14:00 
Participants will get an insight into the microhistory of the Siege of Budapest during World               
War II. During the event, we will discover the former Horthy Miklós street (currently Bartók               
Béla street) and its vicinity, through the recollections of survivors. 
Registration: info@budapest-ostroma.hu (max. 30 ppl/walk, 2 ppl/email) Meeting points 
will be specified by email. 
[HU] 
 
 

16. Lágymányosi séta 
 
SUN 11:00 
Discover the secrets and adventurous past 
of the Lágymányos district along with some fun facts! 
Tour guide: Tamás Torma. 
Registration: regisztracio.lagymanyosi.bp100@gmail.com (max. 25 ppl, 2 ppl/email)       
Meeting points will be specified by email. 
[HU] 
 
 
Recommended for residents 
  
Miutcank.hu is a site focused on communities based on neighborship. Its aim is connecting              
and acquainting people with similar interests who live in the same neighbourhood in order to               
have a more efficient use of our resources, to build trust within communities and move               
toward a more sustainable world. On the site, you can set your address, your areas of                
interest, and there are tools and messages can share on the message board in order to                
connect with your neighbors. Whether you need someone to borrow a tent from, find              
company to go jogging or you could use some help planting flowers in the nearby park, this                 
tool helps you find just the “right” person. 
[HU] 

 


